
Bilingual/bilingualism

Bilingualism refers to the knowledge and use of two or more languages
by an individual or a community. There are, in principle, two types of
bilinguals: early and late. Early bilinguals are those who learn more than
one language prior to the age of 4, that is, prior to the (relatively)
complete acquisition of another language. (Children are said to have
native-like competence in most formal areas of language by the age of 5.)
Early bilingualism may be complete or not; that is, early bilinguals may
possess strong knowledge and skills in two languages or may possess
strong knowledge and skill in only one language.

Early bilinguals may or may not belong to a larger speech community in
which two languages are spoken. A child born in Barcelona may grow up
speaking Spanish and Catalan where both languages are spoken in the
community.

A child born in Lubbock, Texas, with Spanish speaking parents may learn
Spanish at home, but English would be the language spoken in the larger
community. “Heritage speakers” is another term for these latter early
bilinguals.

Late bilinguals are those who acquire a second language after a first
language is already in place; although in practice late bilingualism refers
to people who acquire a second language after childhood. Thus, SLA is a
type of bilingualism. It does not matter whether a late bilingual receives
instruction or not, and like early bilinguals, late bilinguals may possess
strong knowledge/skills in two languages or not. In both early and late
bilingualism, however, most people are dominant in one language. Even
if a person seems relatively fluent in two languages, most likely that
person will exhibit dominance in one language in either overt or subtle
ways. For example, the person may have a larger vocabulary in one
language as opposed to another, or greater facility with rhetoric and
discourse. A person may be better with language A in one kind of context
(e.g., science) but better with language B in another context (e.g.,
interpersonal communication).

Scholars have studied and analyzed the advantages of being bilingual
and have identified three main types of advantages: communicative,
cultural, and cognitive. Overall, bilinguals seem to have superior
metalinguistic ability compared with monolinguals. Research has also
shown that bilinguals, especially early bilinguals, may have superior
memory retention as age progresses.



Competence

Within Chomskyan linguistics, competence is the implicit and abstract
knowledge of a language possessed by native speakers. We say implicit
because speakers generally are unaware of this knowledge and, even if
aware, cannot articulate its contents. We say abstract because it does not
consist of rules such as “verbs must agree with their subjects”, but
instead, of other syntactic operations that yield sentences that can be
described as having verbs that agree with their subjects. What is more,
competence contains information that not only generates grammatical
sentences, but also informs speakers of what is impossible in their
languages. For example, the native speaker of English has competence
that allows the sentences John thinks Mary brought what? and What does
John think Mary brought? At the same time, that competence allows the
sentence John wonders who brought Mary what but disallows the
sentence What does John wonder who brought Mary?

As another example, the simple definition of “subject of a sentence”
eludes the average person. A subject is not the “doer of the action,” as
verbs such as seem do not have “doers” but entities that experience
something (e.g., What did John do? He ate. But not What did John do? He
seemed sad.). A subject is not the thing that comes before the verb in
English as demonstrated by John comes to class and Here comes John. In
short, the notion of “subject of a sentence” is an abstract and implicit
notion, and yet, every English speaker intuitively knows what a subject
is, or would not be able to make well-formed sentences in English.

Again, competence is not a list or set of rules and grammatical forms, but
instead a complex interaction of abstract constraints and principles of
language that interact to make sentences look the way they look to us.

Competence is often contrasted with performance. Performance refers
to how people use language in concrete situations. For example, whether
or not people contract want to to wanna in Do you wanna go? is a
performance matter as Do you want to go? is equally possible. Both are
allowed by competence, but people may use one or the other in concrete
situations.

However, no one would say Who do you wanna tell Bill he’s fired? Under
any circumstance because competence bars contraction of want to in
this particular instance.

Competence has become a central concern of scholars applying linguistic
theory to SLA. One of the main concerns is to what extent learner
competence resembles or can resemble native speaker competence, and
how to measure it.



Communicative competence

Communicative competence refers to underlying knowledge involved in
language use. Whereas, competence and mental representation of
language refer only to formal properties of language (e.g., morphology,
lexicon, syntax, and so on), communicative competence refers to the
knowledge that guides a speaker’s choice. Thus, it includes knowledge
related to the context of language use as well as the purpose of language
use. The notion of communicative competence has evolved since it was
first proposed in the early 1970s. Currently scholars may group
subcompetences in different ways, but some accepted components of
communicative competence include the following:

 Grammatical Competence: knowledge of the linguistic forms
and structure of language (i.e., the formal properties of
language including the lexicon);

 Discourse Competence: knowledge of cohesion and coherence;
that is, knowledge about how sentences combine in either
written form or spoken form to create meaning beyond the
sentence level (see discourse);

 Pragmatic Competence: knowledge of how language is used to
express particular kinds of meaning as well as the ability to
make and understand jokes, irony, and other aspects of
communication (see pragmatics);

 Sociolinguistic Competence: knowledge of appropriate use of
language (e.g., what to say in what context as well as what not
to say, how to speak in one context as opposed to another (see
sociolinguistics);

 Strategic Competence: knowledge of how to express meaning
when your resources don’t provide the means (e.g., what to say
in a situation you haven’t encountered before, what to do when
you don’t understand a word or don’t know which word to use
(see communication strategies).

The idea behind communicative competence is that although linguistic
or grammatical competence is important, when people interact or
write/read, they rely on much more than grammatical competence to
express, interpret, and negotiate meaning. In part, the development of
communicative competence as a construct in the early 1970s was a
direct response to the prevailing emphasis on formal features of
language within linguistics. Some language researchers felt that
linguistic competence alone could not capture how language was used in
various contexts.



As SLA research progressed in the 1970s, how L2 learners
communicated with limited L2 ability became a matter of interest. And
because tests of speaking ability in a second language needed to include
more than just information about formal accuracy (e.g., whether a
learner could successfully accomplish a given communicative task in a
given context), researchers interested in L2 assessment increasingly
turned their attention to models of communicative competence to talk
about testing. At the same time, language teaching and curriculum
development became increasingly concerned with the development of
communicative ability, moving away from the more narrow focus of the
structural syllabus that had dominated language teaching until then.
Within SLA, names associated with communicative competence in
theory, assessment, and practice include Sandra Savignon, Michael
Canale, Merrill Swain, Dell Hymes, Lyle Bachman, and Adrian Palmer.

Communication strategies

When L2 learners are faced with the task of communicating some kind
of meaning but do not have the linguistic resources to express what they
mean, they employ communication strategies. An agreed upon taxonomy
of communication strategies has eluded L2 researchers, but some
examples of communication strategies include paraphrasing (i.e., using a
word for another related word, such as “horse” for “stallion”), avoidance,
circumlocution, direct translation from the L1, switching to the L1 (such
as inserting an L1 word hoping the other person might understand), and
simply asking the interlocutor for help. Research on communication
strategies and how they affect both interaction and acquisition reached
its zenith in the 1980s, and since then, one rarely finds research on the
topic.



Fossilization

Fossilization is a concept that refers to the end-state of SLA, specifically
to an end-state that is not native-like. By end-state, we mean that point
at which the learner’s mental representation of language, developing
system, or interlanguage (all are related constructs) ceases to develop.
Theoretically, the term can be applied to subsystems within the learner’s
mental representation; that is, the phonological component can fossilize
while the syntactic and semantic components continue to develop, for
example.

Most research on fossilization in SLA has focused on the formal
properties of language (e.g., syntax, morphology), and a number of
debates regarding fossilization have emerged and/or persisted in SLA
scholarship. Among them is whether or not fossilization exists and how
to determine if it does (e.g., how long does a researcher have to wait to
see if the learner’s system shows no signs of continued development?
one year? five years? twenty years?). Some researchers prefer the term
stabilization, which suggests a plateau in learning but not necessarily a
complete cessation in development. Another important debate concerns
the source or cause of fossilization, assuming it exists. Do learners’
linguistic systems fossilize because of learner traits such as motivation,
aptitude, and others? Is fossilization partly dependent on L1-L2
differences?

What is the relationship between fossilization and the Critical Period
Hypothesis, if any? The name most associated with fossilization is Larry
Selinker, who coined the term in 1972. Researchers focusing on
fossilization as a construct include ZhaoHong Han, Donna Lardiere, and
others. Fossilization is closely related to the Key Issue Can L2 learners
become native-like?

Input

Input consists of language that L2 learners are exposed to in a
communicative context. That is, it is language that learners hear or read
that they processes for its message or meaning. As such, it is distinct
from language that, say, instructors might provide as models or
examples of how to do something.

It is distinct from language that learners process purely for its formal
features.

It is also distinct from output, language that learners produce.



Different kinds of input have been discussed over the years, including
comprehensible input (i.e., language that learners can readily
understand for its meaning) and modified input (i.e., language that is
adjusted so that learners can better comprehend the speaker’s
meaning). Some have referred to input as primary linguistic data. The
reason for this is that all current linguistic and psycholinguistic theories
of acquisition believe that input is the data source for acquisition as
opposed to, say, practice, grammar explanations, feedback, and negative
evidence. Thus, learners’ developing linguistic systems are a result of
input interacting with learners’ internal mechanisms used for processing
and storing language. The fundamental role of input in acquisition
emerged as a consequence of the rejection of behaviorism in the 1970s.

Input enhancement

Input enhancement is a term that refers to directing learners’ attention
to formal features of language while at the same time maintaining a
focus on meaning. As such, input enhancement is a pedagogical tool
meant to assist learners’ development regarding formal properties of
language. Input enhancement is an externally conducted activity; that is,
it is teachers and/or materials that enhance input. It is not an activity
that originates from within the learner.

Input enhancement entails any effort to make formal features of the
language more salient to learners and comes in two varieties: positive
and negative. Positive input enhancement involves manipulating input
in certain ways to make formal features more obvious to learners. Such
manipulations include louder voice or increased acoustic stress on
something while the teacher is talking; bolding or highlighting particular
features (among other manipulations) would be used in written input.
Negative input enhancement is basically feedback: The teacher draws a
learner’s attention to an incorrect production in order to signal that the
learner has violated target norms. There is a relationship between input
enhancement and focus on form, as both involve simultaneous attention
to form and meaning in the input.

A major assumption of input enhancement is that learners must attend
to formal features in the input. In particular, they must pickup and
process linguistic examples that their internal mechanisms can
subsequently use as data for the developing system. The originator of
the term input enhancement is Michael Sharwood Smith. Another
scholar who has written extensively on input enhancement is Wynne
Wong. Given the close relationship between focus on form and input
enhancement, however, there are dozens of researchers who have
looked at the effects of input enhancement.



Input processing

Input processing refers to how learners connect meaning and function
with formal features of language in the input, and the strategies or
mechanisms that guide and direct how learners do this. The idea behind
input processing is this: Acquisition is input dependent. Learners get
data during the act of comprehension. Comprehension involves
extracting meaning from the input. However, acquisition is about the
development of the formal properties of language. So, how do learners
get linguistic data from the input while they are attempting to
comprehend language? What is more, we know that acquisition is not
instantaneous; something must be “filtering” data from the environment.
This is the focus of input processing research. For example, L2 learners
of English are exposed to third-person -s from the earliest stages of
acquisition, yet we know this is a difficult feature for them to acquire.
Why is this? One approach is to suggest that somehow the data from
verb forms in English is just not making it past the first round of
processing during comprehension. Something internal to the learner
ignores these formal features such that they do not get picked up by the
processing devices in the learner’s head.

In the most widely cited model of input processing, learners are claimed
to take certain strategies for processing input in particular ways. These
strategies are couched in the form of principles such as the First Noun
Principle:

Learners tend to process the first noun or pronoun they encounter in the
sentence as the subject. This kind of strategy works fine for languages
that are rigidly subject-verb-object or subject-object verb, but many
languages are not so rigid. Thus, learners make errors in comprehending
object-verb-subject sentences and deliver incorrect linguistic
information about sentence structure to their developing system. Other
principles within this model of input processing include the Lexical
Preference Principle (learners will process lexical forms for meaning
before grammatical forms when both encode the same semantic
information) and the Sentence Location Principle (learners tend to
process items in sentence initial position before those in final position
and those in medial position). The name most widely associated with
input processing is Bill VanPatten. Other scholars have also addressed
input processing, albeit in different ways from VanPatten. These
scholars include Michael Sharwood Smith, John Truscott, William
O’Grady, and Susanne Carroll.



Frequency in the input

Frequency in the input—sometimes referred to simply as frequency—
refers to the relative frequency of formal features in the language that
people hear or read. For example, the is a highly frequent grammatical
form in English whereas the past participle swum is much less frequent.
Subject relative clauses, as in Bush is the president who invaded Iraq,
are more frequent than object of preposition relative clauses, as in Bush
is the president on whom Congress turned its watchful eye.

Frequency is a construct that has been investigated to explain
acquisition orders and the results of morpheme studies (e.g., one
position is that –ing is more frequent than third-person -s in the input,
which is why L2 learners of English get -ing first when it comes to verbal
suffixes), and is a central construct in connectionism. Most researchers,
of course, believe that frequency is only one of a number of factors that
an explain acquisition orders—or the acquisition of anything for that
matter.

Intake

Intake is a term that has been used in different ways by different
scholars and theories. It was originally coined in 1967 by S. Pit Corder to
be distinct from the term input. Input is the language that learners are
exposed to. It was Corder’s intention to distinguish what learners are
exposed to from what they actually “take in.” He thus suggested the term
intake.

The reason the term has been used differently by different scholars is
that the notion of “take in” itself is not clear. For example, for Corder, the
term meant what the learner actually processes and acquires, that is,
becomes part of his or her competence. In other models, intake refers
only to linguistic data that is processed from the input and held in
working memory, but not yet acquired. That is, the data are taken into
working memory, but may or may not be processed further and/or can
be rejected by other mechanisms responsible for the storage of linguistic
data and its relationship to the learner’s competence. In still other
models, intake can refer to a process and not a product. In such cases,
intake is defined as the process of assimilating linguistic data or the
mental activity that mediates between the input “out there” and the
competence “inside the learner’s head.” For various perspectives on
intake, the reader is referred to S. Pit Corder, Susan Gass, and Bill
VanPatten, among others.


